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We think the design of this brochure is
great as is! But, if you
not agree,
“I’mdo
putting
the you
are able to make it yours
by
making
a few
parts of the flower
minor design tweaks!
Tips
on
updating
together: the seed,
specific features are available throughout
stem, leaves and
this example text.
flowers! Do you
know what
Customize Heading/Text
10+10+10 is? Its
To change any of the30!”
text-Cora
in this
document, just click on the block of text
you want to update! The formatting has
already been programmed for ease of
formatting.

This brochure is designed with education
in mind. It has a playful yet learning feel
to it. Promote your childhood education
program easily using this brochure.

Another Title
Have other images you wish to use? It is
simple to replace any of the pictures in
this pamphlet. Simply double click in the
Header of any page. Click twice on the
image you wish to change. Images in the
background might need an extra click as
they are part of the background’s grouped
images. Keep clicking until your selection
From capturing the
handles are around the one image you
color
petals to
wishoftoits
replace.
planting the seeds of
Once
image you wish to replace is
life,
thethe
beautiful
selected,
you
can
sunflower is one
ofeither select “Change
Picture” from the short cut menu, or click
our favorites!
on “Fill” and choose the option for
“Picture.”
“We have to put it by
the window so it can
get sunshine!”
-Henry

The Honey Pot
Newsletter

What better way to learn the
mechanics of bikes than by turning
them upside down!
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The best tools to learn with are our
hands!
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Biting
A child might bite to:
•Satisfy a need for oral-motor stimulation.

Braxton and Deklyn are exploring
different methods of measuring
You can easily change
the overall colors of
growth!
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the template with just a few clicks. Go to
the Design tab and click on Colors. From
What happens
the list of colors, you can choose a
when
bubbles
different color scheme. As you
hoverland
over
on see
sand?
the different choices, you can
what the
overall feel of the document will change
Will the results be
with each different option.
different if the
Changed the color and want
toisgowet?
back to
sand
the original design? Easy! Just go back
to the Design tab and choose
the Themes
Let’s experiment!
option. From the list, click the option to
reset the theme of this template. And
just
that, your
Thelike
classroom
is document color
scheme
will
be
restored
to its original!
their canvas!
Here is just one
of the many art
mediums that
Room 3 uses for
creative
expression!
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•Imitate
children and
adults. •Feel strong
and in control. •Get attention. •Act in self-

Indefense.
this panel,
you can highlight
more
•Communicate
needs andeven
desires
information
about your organization! Tell
•Communicate or express difficult feelings,
the audience why you are the best! Don’t
such as frustration, anger, confusion, or fear
be shy! Share, explain, and tell us what
(“There are too many people here and I feel
makes your company so great!
cramped”).

Plenty of text will fit in any of these
Here are some strategies for addressing a
panels. Simply click on the placeholders
child’s biting habit:
and add your own text.
“Let’s work
together!”
Says Owen as he
and Margaret
gather the animals
for cleanup time.
James works hard creating his own “5
Little Monkeys” scene. He makes sure
that some are doing flips in the air just
like in the story.

•Observe your child to learn where, when, and
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in what situations biting occurs. •Pay attention
signals.
closeofand
in if your
Wetothink
theStay
design
thisstep
brochure
is child
seems
ready
to bite.
acceptable
great
as is!
But,
if you•Suggest
do not agree,
you ways
to
express
strong
feelings.
Help
your
are able to make it yours by making achild
few
learn
to
communicate
her
wants
and
needs.
minor design tweaks! Tips on updating
•Use afeatures
reminderare
system
to helpthroughout
your child
specific
available
learn
to express
this
example
text. strong feelings with
appropriate words and actions. •Reinforce
positive behavior by acknowledging child’s
appropriate words and actions. •Provide
opportunities for your child to make choices
and feel empowered. •Teach your child words
for setting limits, such as “no,” “stop,” or
“that’s mine.”

